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We didn't have time to write
_ibout much of anything but
fires yesterday. It seemed that
The whole dern town was burning up. Our sympathy to all
those who lost so much through
these fires.
Mark Tierce reports he saw
the picture of Miss Nancy Jones
in the Stars and Stripes in Italy.
kg 's the one
wheze she is
walking her dogs. Another
reader reports she saw this
picture in the Atlanta Journal.
Uncle Jeff's will rebuild.
Our blond Squirrel is getting
blonder and blonder.

—roday there is an increasing
number who can't see a fat man
standing beside a thin one
without automatically coming
to the conclusion the fat man got
that way by taking advantage of
the thin one''.. Governor
Ronald Reagan.
By the same token, a person<
cannot point out the deficiencies
in a governor without being
branded his enemy; or he
cannot criticize a Republican
without being branded a
Democracy; or visa versa.
A person cannot point out
fallacies in the Social Security
program without
being
branded an
enemy of old
people; or he cannot point out
the abuse in the surplus food
program without being branded
as hard and UnheInpassIonate.,

;ET

What program is so holy that
it cannot bear scrutiny; or what
man is so above reproach that
motives cannot be
his
questioned?
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Garden Department
TO Meet Thirsday
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Thursday, March 2, at
1:30 p.m. at the clubhouse. The
program for the afternoon will
be "Know Your Antiques".
Each member of the club is
requested to bring one of their
antiques to the meeting to be
indentified and evaluated by
Miss Maude Nance. recognized
authority, of fine china, cut and
art gia,,s,•_' a spokAsman for the
Carden.Department said.
The meeting will be open and
members are urged to bring
guests.

The Weather

20'
Board

V ER

Easter

In Our 93rd Year

Jackson Purchase
Sunny and unseasonably
warm ti•day. Clear and mild
tonight. Increasing cloudiness
and warm again Wednesday
with chance of thundershowers
by afternoon. Highs today and
Wednesday in the mid 70s.
Lows tonight in the 50s. Thursday showeriand-cOlder. Probability of ineasurabie precipitation near zero'today and
tonight, 31! per cent Wednesday.
Kentucky—State iForecast
Fair and a little warmer today and in the east half
tonight. Becoming cloudy in the
west late tonight and over the
state tomorrow with a chance
of showers and thundershowers
tomorrow afternoon. Continued'
warm. Highs today in the 70s.
Lows tonight in the 50s and low
60s. High tomorrow in the mid
70s and low 80s.
Kentucky Extended Outlook
Chance of precipitation
Thursday and Friday over the
state and in the east half Saturday. Colder Friday and Saturday. Highs in the 60s Thursday,
lowering to the 40s Friday and
Saturday. Lows mainly in the
30s Thursday and Friday, lowering to the 20s Saturdny.
_—

The 28-piece Brass Choir
directed by Dr. Wayne Sheley
will present a concert Thursday, March 2, at Murray State
University as the opening
feature of a 13-day Dedicatory
Arts Festival for the new Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Scheduled for 8 p.m. in the
recital hall of the old Fine Arts
Annex, the concert will signal
the beginning for -a- series of
programs featuring students
and faculty members in music,
art and drama.
Officially
dedicated
in
ceremonies last Dec. 5, the
complex which centers around
a new 11-story addition, is
matted in honor of the man who
served 27 years as chairman of
the music
department at
Murray State.
Sheley, who joined the must
faculty in 1966, said the
program will consist of music
by American composers in
recognition of Doyle's great
interest in promoting American
music. He listed these specific
highlights:
—First performance of a
piece written by Tom Stewart, a
1968 graduate of Murray State,
entitled "Fission Confusion".
Stewart is now the band
director at Bruceton ( Tenn.)
High School.
(Continued on Page Eight)

Parent-Teacher Club
At Hazel Sets Meeting
The Hazel Parent-Teacher
Club will meet Thursday,
March 2, at 6p.m. Members are
asked to note the change in
time.
The executive meeting will
begin at 5:45. The program will
be presented by the third and
fourth grades. The devotional
will be given by Rev. Jack
Jones, Pastor of the Locust
Grove Baptist Church.
- The business meeting will be
concintled by Mrs. _James
Phillips, vice president,

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, February 29, 1972

RETIRES TODAY—Edward S. Ferguson, Superintendent of the Murray Electric System, retires
today after twenty-five years as bead of the system. During his tenure of service, the system enjoyed
a fantastic growth and is considered one of the top systems in the Tennessee Valley.
Staff Photo By David Hill

Edward S. Ferguson, Head Of Electric
System Here 25 Years; Retires Today
pleasure to work with the most
By James C. Williams
When Edward S. Ferguson congenial group of employees I
assumed the position of have ever known", he told this
Superintendent of the Murray reporter.
However, without the
Electric System on February 1,
1947, the city of Murray was knowledgeable guidance of
assured that it had one of the Edward Ferguson, the high
best qualified men in the degree of efficiency may not
Tennessee Valley to guide the , have been attained.
graduate
Electrical
local sysTein -Wough 714— A
greatest period al ilrmat and Engineer with a Master's
expansion. Mr. 'Ferguson will Degree in Physics, Mr.
retire as Superintendent today, Ferguson is also a Registered
Professional Engineer in the
February 29, 1972.
The Murray Electric System states of Florida, Tennessee
underwent a fantastic growth and Kentucky.
He moved to his present
over the past twenty-five years
position from the Florida Power
and Mr. Ferguson will be the
Orlando,
first to say that had it not been Corporation at
for an outstanding personnel, Florida.
Mr. Fergis
. on is a-native of
this could not have been accomplished. "It has been my Georgia and his mother Mrs.
— Monti Ferguson now lives in
Delano, Florida. He served for
four and one-half years on

Bill Allowing Action Against
Polluters Defeated In House

Scout Troop 77
Holds Camp-Out

active duty in World War II as
an electronics officer with the
US. Navy Air Force in the
Atlantic Fleet. HP retired with
the rank of Commander in the
U.S. Navy Reserve.
One of the best ways in which
to measure the proficiency of
Edward Ferguson is to see the
growth which has taken place in
tie, Murray Electric System
and how he has coped with the
problems of a constantly expanding system.
In 1946 the local system had
1910 customers. Last year there
were 5070. The KW demand in
1946 was 2057. Last year this had
risen to 40,710 KW.
In 1946 the system purchased
.7,434,456 KWH. In 1171 the
system purchased_ iso,noioop
KWH. The percent of ikeis in
electricity(through the lines) in
1946 was 12 per cent. Even
though the KWH purchased
grew by over 25 times, the
percent of loss in 1971 had
dropped to 2.7 per cent.
Over the twenty-five year
period the KWH sold to local
consumers rose from 6,711,000
to 175,796,000. The average cost
per KWH was 1.65 cents in 1946
and by 1971 this cost had
DROPPED to 1.07 cents per
KWH.
The average residential use
was 1881 KWH In 1946 and this
rose in 1971 to the amazing
figure of 17,681 KWH with the

10. Per Copy

WASHINGTON (AP) --Re after he concluded his 12-day,
China and what he called a
turning from his historic jour- 20,395-mile trip to the long-hos-week of intensive talks at the
ney to China, President Nixon tile and isolated Asian nation.
highest level," several congreshas told the nation his talks
But, he said to the cheers of sional leaders praised his jourwith Communist leaders sowed several thousand persons jamthe seeds for "a more-enduring med -into a hangar at Andrews - ney. Among the warm endorsements was one'from a longtime
structure for peace" without se- Air Force Base for stars
administration critic, Sen. Edcret deals undercutting any spangled welcome-home cereward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.
monies, -We made some necesBut some conservatives in
He sought upon his return to sary and important beginNixon's own Republican party
soothe conservatives fretting nings."
fretted about his pledge to ultiabout his pledge to ultimately
Nixon delivers a more-de- mately withdraw U.S. troops
withdraw all U.S. troops from tailed private report today at a
Taiwan—an effort being contin- mid-morning meeting with con- from Taiwan.
Nixon sought in his airport
ued today in a meeting with gressional leaders, then meets
speech to reassure them that
with his Cabinet.
the communique pledge would
argr.iikes_sidirainotieabrdinegrsillait_any-----igeeEven as- he flew-lime from, not undermine the Nationalist
tten or unwritten agreement
'LI-- Chinese regime of Chiang Kai,
shek.
that
will
guarantee
Peace
in
Sheriff's
Department
our time," Nixon said in nationThe communique restated
ally televised remarks minutes
"established policy" toward
Investigates Accident
Taiwan, he said, adding: "We
The
Calloway
Colinty will not negotiate the fate of
Sheriff's Department in- other nations behind their
vestigated one accident on backs, and we did not do so in
Highway 121 South last night. Peking. There were no secret
Cars involved were a 1971 deals of any kind."
Pontiac driven by Paul Henry,
The President cited his
and a 1966 Ford driven by agreements with Premier Chou
Cleo Sykes, Department Vice-,
Fulton Young.
En-lai to broaden trade, to deCommander for the State of
velop cultural, educational and
The Sheriff's Department
Kentucky and Adjutant of Post
reports said that Young was journalistic exchanges and to
73, Murray is among The twenty
pulling out of a driveway onto expand contact between the two
delegates to the American
the highway when his car governments.
Legion National Legislative
Beaming and waving to the
collided with the Henry car
Conference in Washington from
crowd after his blue-and-white
traveling on 121.
February 27 - March 3.
No injuries were su.stained in jet, the "Spirit of '76," poked
Vice-Commander Sykes noted
accideht.
the
(Continued on Page Eight)
that the American Legion will
be asking for the largest
program in Legion history this
time. He reminded all veterans
that since this is an election
year that the Legion has the.
best chant* in several Years-tohave these programs enacted.
He urged all veterans to write
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
their
Congressmen and
The Senate Education ComSenators asking this assistance. The Senate has passed a meas- mittee orginally reported out a
He noted that the Veterans ure that would give public watered-down version of GarAdministration was requesting school teachers the right to sit rett's bill, which had been enthe largest budget in history down at the bargaining table dorsed by the Kentucky Educathis year. Among the items they with local school board officials. tion Association„Tlie..ipeasure
are asking to be increased are:
_ The bill does little else, how- was sent hack to committee,
increased benefits "kir
ever, having been gutted of an however,after Sen. William Lowho are attending school, in- original
provision for binding gan,D-Madisonville,introduced
cluding tuition for them, an arbitration and
containing stiff another professional negotiaincrease in VA hospitals to help penalties
added to a "no- tions ( PN bill prepared for the
care for the increased number strike"
Kentucky School Boards Associclause.
of disabled Vets from the
The vote Monday was 30-7. ation.
current war and others.
The bill passed Monday was
The bill now goes to the House.
Sykes reminded all veterans Professional negotiations PN ) a compromise version that Sen.
of the Viet-Nam war that they legislation died in the Senate in Donald Johnson, R-Fort Thomas, said was hammered out
are eligible for membership in 1968 and 1970.
the American Legion and that
Sen. Toni Garrett, D-Padu- during several meetings at
Post 73 would welcome them as cah, recalled that when the bill night as well as two closed
new members.
he sponsored was sent to the meetings of the Business CoinThe delegates will visit all of Senate Business Organizations Mittee
the Kentucky Congressmen and Professions Committee
Sen. B. E. Billings, 11)-Standuring their stay in Washington with several amendments. "I ford, chairman of the Business
and on Wednesday, March 1, said it had about as many teeth Committee, said he had been
they will attend a reception and as a barnyard chick. What has criticized by the press for barbanquet for all Congressmen in come back from the committee ring newsmen from the discussions, but that in his opinWashington.
is just the carcass."
ion, "We made a giant step toward patine back together the
KEA,the school boards and the
school administrators.
He said friction among the
groups didn't occur until the
first PN bill was introduced in
1968.
The strongest opposition to
the bill came from Sen. Gene

Cleo Sykes Among
Legion Delegates
To Washington

Senate Bill-Allows
Teachers To Bargain

Rep. Gross Lindsay, D-Henderson, replied that Michigan has
a similar law without hurting
Murray Boy Scout Troop 77
industry there. He maintained
held
a campout this past
there had not been a great
many lawsuits under the law in weekend at the Shiloh National
that state after it was enacted. Military Park located at Pittsburg Landing on the Tennessee
The bill would have allowed
the courts to determine the River just north of Corinth.
Mississippi.
adequacy of pollution standards
The park is the site of a
and to require offending firms
to take steps to protect the famous Civil War battle, and is
well marked with historical
state's natural resources.
=
monuments
(Continued on Page Eight)
In other action, the House plaques and
amended and passed a Senate relating to the events of the
bill requiring flasher lights to conflict.
The Murray scouts hiked
be placed along the road oneeighth of a mile on each side of thirty miles of trails during the
a school building where prac- two day camp-out. One group,
tical. It passed 93-0 and now re- under the direction of O.J.
turns to the Senate for con- Jennings III hiked the rugged
cross-country compass hike,
currence in the amendment.
Also passed by the House and while another group under the
sent to the Senate was HB330, direction of Mr. Fred Wells took
to have the state divided into another trail.
Advancements were made in
geographic areas with one recompass,
back-pacing, cooking
tail electrical power supplier
having exclusive rights to serve and hiking during the event..
Scouts making the trip were:
A St. Patrick's Day Dance has
(Continued on Page Eight)
Ernie Dodd, Nick Johnson,
been scheduled for Saturday,
Charlie Bazzell, Bill Wilson,
March 18, from 9 p.m. until 1
Donnie
Ronnie
Rogers,
p.m., at the MurraKalloway
Billington, Eddie Rollins,
COnnty Country Club.
Robert Underwood, Kelly
Music will be provided by
Seales, John Hart, Barry Wells,
"The Family Portriat," a group
Mike Skinner, Rusty Moore,
from Paducah, and the charge
Tim Wallen, Stuart Henley,
The
Master Tire Mart on the
will be $10.00 per couple. Dr.
Timmy Page, Lynn - Rogers,
ahd Mrs. Geroge Oakley are the Mayfield Highway reported a Bryan Warner, Kent Harmon,
breakin
last
night
to
the
Murray Scott Thurman,
over-all chairmen for the event.
Mark ThurMembers of the planning Police Department.
man, Mike Alexander, Donnie
Taken in the burglary were
committee are:
Henry, Claude Johnson, Brent
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Waldrop, four 10-20 B.F. Goodrich‘12-ply Austin, Joey Grasty, Jim
Mr.and Mrs. Ed Cluisman, Mr. tires valued at $75 each.. Also Lemons, Brad' Boone and
and Mrs. W.L. Polly, Mr. and taken were two 20-ton jacks Robert Whitmer. Raymond
Mrs. K.O. Willis, Mr. and Mrs. valued at $50 each.
Police reports said that the Sims was a guest of the troop.
Prue Kelly, Dr. and Mrs. Joe
Troop 77 meets each Monday
stolen
articles were stored in an
Rekroat, Mr.and Mrs. Marshall
at 6:30 p.m. in the basement of
Garland,and Mr. and Mrs. E.J. outbuilding. The door to the the First
Christian Church.
• DE'WEY H. JONES HONORED AT TESTIMONIAL. DINNER—Dewey H. Jones (r.), retiring
outbuilding had .been pried
Haverstock.
academic dean iTailifornia Baptist College, acceptil gift Of luggage from Andre* Tucker, former
open.
No
other
c7idence was
The dance will be cloned, Mrs.
Board of Trustees chairman. The occasion was a freest testimonial ditiner•isisiner of Jones' 17 years
FREE PUPPY
Oakley said. This means only discovered at the scene.
of service to the Riverside college. After a semester of sabbatical leave, he will return to Cal Baptist
An eleven weeks old puppy is
In other city police action, two
members of the club and invited
to teach history. Upon his return Jones will also be granted the Doctor of Humanities degree. Jones,
guests living outside of persons were cited for speedirigr
,free to someone for a pet. She IS
a
native of Murray, has pastored several Kentucky churches and was one of the first two ministers to
part
.ene for shoplifting, and one for • part Cocker spaniel and
Calloway County will bshollered as a Kentucky Colonel.
!Wiling over a fire water hose. Dachshund. Call 753-9819.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)—
While it drew little vocal oppolie
sition a bill which would have
allowed citizens or state and local governments to take court
action against polluters has
been defeated in the Kentucky
House.
.Huse Bill 318 got only 29 affirmative votes Monday while a
full 57 members opposed it.
But the only significant point
raised against the bill was the
expressed belief that it would
cause industry "too much
trouble" through lawsuits. That
argument was offered by Rep.
W. J. Louden, D-Carrollton,
who said industry in his area
opposed the bill on those
grounds although they did not
intend to pollute.
The main sponsor of the bill,

Dance Scheduled •
At Calloway Club

Theft Reported
At Master Tire

Vol. LXXXXIII No. 50

(Continued on Page Eight)

Mrs. Carpenter Is
Luncheon Speaker
Mrs. Carolyn Carpenter, of
the Murray-Calloway County
Mental Health Center, will be
the speaker at the UCM luncheon Wednesday. Mrs. Carpenter is the chief social worker
at the Murray-Calloway County
Community Mental Health
Center and will discuss various
'aspects of community mental
health.
"Mrs. Carpenter obtained her
professional traihing at Thiene
University. She lives in Paris,
Tennessee.. a ntmves as social
worker Tor the Benton and
Murray Mental Health Centers.
The United Campus Ministry .•
funcheons are held each
Wednesday. 12:30 .p.m.,, 202 N.
15th St. The general public and
all members of the- university
community are invited. For
information
call 753-3631.
. .
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triirestriginitigi
in Our National Security?
For years the submission of each new federal
A HELPING HAND—President Nixon gives a hand to Premier Chou En-ml of China in taking off
budget to Congress has triggered a debate over
his coat before the Peking meetings begin.
national "priorities"—typically centering on the
(AP Wirephoto)
question of whether the United States_of America is
spending too much on defense when there are so
many domestic problems --that need attention.
President' Nixon's proposed new budget may well
riPti
tuft that debate around. Are we investing enough in
our national security?
In the new budget, defense accounts for only 32
per cent of total federal spending—the lowest persachusetts, quoted a school
By WILLIAM J. WAUGH
centage in 23 years—while spending for welfare,
counsellor as saying, "GeneralAP Education Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A ne,.. ly speaking, I feel that the
education, the environment and other "human
FRANKFOR1„ Ky.—Tb•
Department of
Natural tional survey suggestslkire&—frestunen I have had contact
resourCeS" programs account-1;W*fully 45 per cent:- iegians of the. 1970s may ha.wilJ3 during this past year are
ararestry..:.
Division
--Resources'
The defense outlay aLqtrwould-representt 22-yearhas recently begun utilizing p more job-and money-conscious running scared. By that I mean
low in the portion of our gross national product
major new piece of equipment and ready to join the estab- they are not only concerned
devoted to national security-6.4 per cent.
designed to aid in the training of lishment than were students of with the question 'Who am I?'
Internal
but far more concerned lately
the 60s.
The $76.5 billion defense budget represents an
fire suppression.
Revenue forest
A popular trend among un- with the question, 'Where do I
The equipment, known as a
increase of only $700 million over defense spending
fire simulator, consists of four dergraduates during the past go?"
Service
for the current fiscal year, although the President is
overhead projectors, a screen decade was to shun profit-mak---- H.K. Hughes, vice president
asking for authorization for another $6.3 billion to be
and sound system. The ing careers and turn toward of State University College,
spent in future years.
projectors cast an aerial land- service to mankind through Potsdam, N.Y., said, "We do
This column of questions and ment in which it operates.
price increases, sales, costs, scape photograph upon the such agencies as the Youth not see any turning away from
These statistics should blunt the thrust of the
answers on the President's
Q. Are the new Forms PC-I, and profits and must be filed
screen as well as a spreading Corps and VISTA and such en- altruistic-oriented career goals.
traditional liberal argument that we are spending Economic Stabilization
PC-50 and PC-51 now available quarterly by Tier I and II firms.
fire, smoke and a represen- deavors as working in urban Our students are intensely intoo much on defense. Instead, they raise the com- Program is provided by the at Internal Revenue Service
Q. If a state law or state
terested in service to their feltation of the fire line which is ghettoes.
pelling question of whether this investment in local office of the U.S. Internal offices?
pharmaceutical board or other
used to control the fire.
Employers were lined up bid- low man and prepare for aidefense is large-enough for a nation that is now, Revenue Service and Is
A. Yes. These forms are now official agency prohibits the
The sound system carries the ding for those ready to take a reers in the field of environforced to play catch-up in what may be a deadly published as a public service. available at IRS offices in many posting of legend drug prices, sound of a burning fire and the job. Then the economic crunch ment, sociology, social service,
The column answers questions cities throughout the country. A what should a pharmacist or
engine noises of the equipment hit. Now most graduates have psychology and economics."
game.
most frequently asked about PC-50 is filed only once, to detail pharmacy owner do? ----- - used to fight it.
to seek out potential employers.
-Dr._Nerman A. Baxter, presiIn allotting funds within the budget, President wages and prices.
base period porift margin data,
A. The pharmacist of pharA typical training session Many are finding it difficult,
dent of Fresno State College,
-Nixon has recognized the crying need for the United
Q. Are tuition and room and by any Tier I and Tier II frims macy owner, like other
involves a number of trainees,
"The unemployment situation California, reported a trend
States to beef up its strategic deterrent, to revitalize board charges exempt from which have raised prices or retailers, must comply with one of whom is chosen to be the has come as a shock to many "too real to (griore".
price
controls?
desire to raise them. A PC-I Federal Price Commission
_Its Navy and to accelerate development of advanced
"fire boss." The ltre
"Over the recent years," he
--W"college students who, up to this
A. Yes. Tuition and room and must be filed by Tier I firms regulations and post prices if
manages the suppression of the time, had considered stories of said, "the enrollment in the
:weapons system.These areareEts in which we have board
charges for state
whenever a price increase has sales total $200,000 or more.
fire by, directing,the placement the Great Depression as part of professional, career-oriented
:fallen dangerously behind during a period when and universities and colleges
private., occurred. A PC-51 is a rip
-ort of
of men and ma,cbinies via two- American folklore," said AVil- programs, as a percentage of
'defense dollars were being-diverted to the war in non-profit schools, colleges and
way radio,communicating with ham W. Carlson, president of the total college enrollment has
?Vietnam and when there has been a reluctance to universities are exempt from
increased significantly, while
a "dispatcher" in another part the University of Toledo.
:invest in new strategic weapons because of the price controls. However,
of the room.
"The idea that an opportunity the enrollment in the traditionprivate institutions, operating
When the session is over all to have a job is something to al humanities and social scien:Strategic Arms Limitation Talks.
for profit are
Wherewithal shall a young man cleanse his way? by teas the trainees take part in a be cherished is a new concept ces has decreased."
We have now seen that the SALT negotiations have price controls.not exempt from
critique of the fire boss' han7 for some of them," he added.
heed thereto according to thy word.—Psalm 1199.
provided the Soviet Union an opportunity to carry
Q. Is every price increase
dling
of the hypothetical "I feel it has had a sobering
The
Psalmist
experienced
all
this
as
a
young
person.
Therefore
out an awesome buildup of its nuclear arsenal and above 2.5 percent a violation of
situations.
Owner Awarded
effect on many a campus."
he has been able to help so many young people. He passes on his
missile delivery system creating a serious im- stablization program deepest doscovery.
The purpose of the simulator
Toledo was one of 80 schools
- is to sharpen the men's timing that responded to a survey conbalance in the deterrent formula which is essential guidelines?
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
A. No. The b4Eic policy of the
in makilig the first critical ducted by the American Associ- Superior Court judge has
.to peace. Meanwhile,during a period when our Navy Ptite
CortImissiOn is that price
decisions to control the fire and ation of State Colleges and Uni- awarded Ted De Wayne $4,500
has been literally starving for shipbuilding and increases will not be allowed
to train them in proper radio versities(AASCU).
after De Wayne complained his
weapons funds, a thoroughly modern Soviet fleet has except as justified on the bands
comminications.
6,500-pound elephant lost inter"Are your students turning
by Can Riblet Jr.
emerged to challenge us on every ocean of the world. of cost increases, taking into
Maynard Marcum, chief of away from the altruistic, non- est in water-skiing and dancing.
When a specimen of the species Potomacus fire control far the Forestry money oriented types of
There has been much discussion of a "peace account productivity gains.
De Wayne, part owner of a
dividend" of federal funds to arise from the winding Thus, many price adjustments Exoticus, which is pseudo-anthropological for Division, explained that the fire courses evident during the 60s small circus, contended that
will be below 2.5 percent and
congressman, finds himself straightjaCketed or boss' timing in controlling the in favor of courses that will in- the 16-year-old performing eledown of the Vietnam War. The war indeed is
some will be above 2.5 percent
it particularly important. sure them well-paying jobs
phant, Bimbo Jr., hadn't been
demanding a smaller and smaller share of our as justified on the basis of cost frustrated by bad publicity, he may react something fire
The average forest fire in when they graduate?" the quesable to stand on her front two
defense budget. It is clear, however, that it will take increases and other factors. like the bumblebee driven away from an orchard of Kentucky burns 18 acres, he tionnaire asked.
feet since the trailer in which
much more than a reinvestment of that divident to The 2.5 percent figure is the fruit blossoms: He'll sting you if you don't buzz off. said. "If we can cut down our Replies ranged from flat yes she was riding was struck by a
attack time and hold the fire to to no but a sizable number ofrefurbish a threadbare defense establishment which goal the Price. Commission is
"The bess that hath honey in her
car almost three years ago.
at as the average price
five acres, you can see what this fered qualified replies that inHe had sought $10,000 damtail."
at any hour may be called upon to assure our sur- aiming
her
mouth
in
hath
a
sting
increase across the economy.
would mean."
dicated student concern over
ages from the driver of the car,
vival.
—John Lu-Lyly, 1579
Q. I rent out a room in my
According to

ew Equipment'70 Graduates Having A_
Beim Used For
Fire Training

Economic
Stabilization

Hard Time Finding Jobs

Questions
and
Answers

Bible Thoughtfor Toloy

Isnrlf The Truth!

Frankfort Report
From Fifth District
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
The House of Representatives
acted upon about 60 pieces of
legislation this week. The more
Unportant being: H.R. 46 which
will allow voter registratres on
the property of private companies if they agree.
H.B., 151 passed the House 6519. It provides for collective
bargaining for firefighters.
H.B. 193 provides for the
_establishment of a three(3) day
; non-resident hunting and
:fishing license. H.B. 203
: established a law enforcement
: foundation program to aid local
: law officials.
! H.B. 269 requires a license for
speech pathologists and andiologists. H.B. 400 increases
the gross weight limit on farm
trucks from 24,000 to 26,000.
Friday the House passed all
of the administration budget
bills. These included H.B. 335,
: whick. contained the General
Fund Appropriations, by a vote
of 100-0. Next House Bill 394 was
passed 67-27. This will require
100 per cent evaluation of motor
vehicles -Itir the-purposes of the
sales tax.
Next, H.B. 336 was reported to
the floor. After a lengthly
debate, the bill was passed 67-

30. This bill raises the state
gasoline tax two cents per
gallon from 7 cents to 9 cents.
Finally H.B. 337 came to a
vote, and was passed 95-3. This
removes the sales tax from
food, increases corporate taxes
and levies a severance tax on
coal.
I voted for H.B. 335 and H.B.
337 and voted gainst H.B. 336
and H.B. 394. These votes were
cast after I had proposed an
amendment to H.B. 337 which
wou,d in effect, remove the
proposal to take the food tax off
at the store and provided a
rebate system where people
with incomes of less than $7,000
could have received the monies
paid on a food tax back in a
lump sum at the end of the year.
Further the adoption of this
would
amendment
have
provided $74 million to the road
fund without increasing the
gasoline tax two cents. Also this
would
amendment
have
financed the thirty year teacher
retirement program passed
during the last session by appropriating 42.5 million dollars
each yearof the next biennium.
Again ; welcome your views
Iny proposed legislation.

home. Is the rent I charge
subject to control under the
economic
stabilization
program?
A. Owner-occupied dwellings
of four or less units having
longer than month-to-month
rental agreements are exempt
from rent controls.
Q. Are small service firms,
such as laundries, restaurants
and television repair shops,
exempt from price controls as
are retailers with sales of less
than $190,000?
A. No. This exemption applies
only to retail firms and not
small service firms.
Q. Is a department, such as a
jewelry counter, which operates
under a concession in a large
department store exempt from
posting requirements if the
department has less than
$200,000 annual revenues even
though the store itself has more
than $200,000 revenues annually?
A. No. A concessionaire
whose parent company has an
annual sales volume of less than
$200,000.. A concessionaire
whose parent company is less
than $200,000 is not subject to
the posting requirements if the
store in which it operates also
has an annual sales volume of
less than $200,000. A concessionaire whose parent
icompany has an annual sales
-volume of More than $200,000. A
concessionaire ,whose parent
company h&s- an annual sales
volume of more than $200,000
must post base price lists
regardless of the annual sales
volume of the retail establish• _
.• -

Ford Proclaims Wildlife Week
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Gov.
Wendell H. Ford recently
proclaimed the week of March
19-25 as Wildlife Week in
Kentucky,
dedicated
to
protection and preservation of
the state and nation's wildlife
heritage.
The observance, sponsored
nationally by the National
Wildlife Foundation, is being
promoted here by the Kentucky
League of Sportsmen.
In signing the proclamation,
Governor Ford noted "wildlife
is a part of the environmental
crises and is dependent upon the
quality
of the
natural
surroundings."
He urged all Kentuckians to
-observe this week through
personal efforts to achieve a
better environment for our
wildlife."
Edgar Paul, president of the
Kentucky League of Sportsmen,
said promotional activities
during the week will include
presentations in schools by the
state Department of Fish and
Wildlife, distribution
of
brochures and literature, radio
and television programs and
newspaper articles to focus
public attention on the importance of • Wildlife preservation.
.
Film star Robert Redford has
been named Rational chairman
of the 35th amnia] National
Wildlife Week, promoting the
thetne "Ecology, A Wild Idea."
--Paul noted that many wildlife

species are not thriving today
and indeed many face extinction.
"From 1968 to 1970 the
number of species on the
Department of Interior's list of
endangered wildlife in the
United States-leaped from 89 to
101," Paul said."Man has had a
tragic, disproportionate impact
on many animal populations.
He has been and continues to be,
terribly destructive."
One of the endangered species
is the bald eagle, emblem of the
United States, which has been
chosen as the symbol for
National Wildlife Week.
GETS TOP BILLING
NEW YORK (API — Johnny
Crawford, who starred opposite
Chuck Canoga in- televfsion's
"The Rifleman'," will play the
title role in The Naked Ape"
for Universal.
Crawford, 24, will portray 20
roles from prehistoric to modem man in the screen'version of
Desmond Morris' best seller.
The film will be directed by
Donald Dteiver with early filming in Florida Locations in Chicago and Los Angeles will follow

Forestry
Director Ronald
.
,
,
Schureman,
there were over 2100 fires in
Kentucky last year that burned
44,500 acres. Schureman
believes the simulator will p
improve the division's training
enough that the number of
acres lost to fire will be substant
ally decreased.
With this in mind, he said the
$2000 worth of equipment, "is
very cheap if it will just do part
of what we hope."
All Forestry Division personne, who are concerned with
fire management are going
through the simulator sessions,
including seasoned fire fighters.
Walter Green, area direetor
for the Kentucky River District
based in Hazard, took part in
one of the sessions and even he
found it "helpful." Green has
been with the division for 33
years.

employment after graduation.
John J. Kamerick, president
of University of Northern Iowa,
Cedar Falls, Iowa, reported a
mixed verdict from his staff
and added, "I regret the decline of idealism."
President R. Leestarper of
Worcester State College, Mas-

Michael J. Mathwig of Los Angeles.
De Wayne said' Bimbo suffered an apparent whiplash injury, and may have been hurt
internally in the crash. He
couldn't tell for sure, he said,
because it is nearly impossible
to X-ray an elephant.
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Unveils Bust

SAN FRANCISCO ( API —
The widow of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. has unveiled a
bust of her husband, copies of
which will be sold to carry out
his aims.
In a ceremony at Grace F.psicopal Cathedral atop Knob Hill,
Mrs. King said, "It really has
warmed my heart to know that
so many people have honored
my husband in so many ways."
FILMED IN MORK,C0
Robert Pitts, president of
--NEW YORK (itivr7----"Witi
People," an original contempo- Peace Memorial Corp. of Palo
rary love story by Richard De, Alto, said his firm will reproRoy, will have its filming in duce the bust for sale and that
Morocco The film had been set proceeds will go to
organfor Columbia Pictures but has izations that further
King's
,belliken over by llniversal
works.
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Tuesday, February f!S
Senior recital of Kevin
Bellosa, New Hartford, N.Y.,
cello, will be held at eight p.m.
at the Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Building, M.SU.
The Christain Social Cornmittee will meet on Tuesday
Feb. 29th at 7:30, in the Doggies
coriununity center. %eluded-In
the program will be a
discuission of the city perk
perposal. ittiinterested personsare invited.
The Town and Country
Homemakers will meet with
Mrs. Charles Moffett at 1005
Parklane Drive at 7:30 p.m.
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Look in the section in which results. It will take a little
ybur birthday comes and find longer to achieve in certain
what your outlook is, according areas. But keep trying!
to the stars.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
ARIES
If there is little time for some
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) erik%
Put all the enthusiasm you matters, at least give what you
can - muster into activities. can in carefully allotted
There are fine chances for segments. Be patient,flexible in
advancement now. You should thought and ideas.
do especially well in projects AQUARIUS
that
call
11P`l
for
clever (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
organization.
Fine influences! You should
- -have a most successful day.
TAURUS
Especially favored: Creative
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 6
cultural affairs travelt
Avoid a tendency - toward
and outdoor interests.
lethargy now. You could make.and
some unusual strides if you put
your talents to work. Em- (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Excellent Neptune influences
phasize your top-night adaptability in unusual situations. suggest that you take advantage of ALL opportunities.
GEMINI
Do not let the good "little"
( May 22 to June 21)U
things pass unnoted while you
Make allowances for the search-for big ones. ,
„
. errors of others to insure easier
-Y013. ,BeRti-- TOEfitit--are-•?cooperation with co-workers, endowed with a bright
mind;
associates, family. Don't let •are always quick to
act;
your innate impatience get the friendly; adept in large
en- _;
__better of you.
terpies, working with groups;
CANCER
may become spokesman forI
(June 22 to July 23)
family, community. , ea
' Day should be generally good workers. You are anxious to
but, without personal initiative, please; are sensitive, too.
you could bog down. The Varied interests suit your
Cancerian often needs a "push" talents. You may be toofromothers to reallygetgoing. igkeaslye at limes, tad
- •
count
.
on that now,
over-excitement.
_
Curb_
_ But don't
.
_
T-Petuouintess--in---runinç 1
changing abodes, jobs.
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
• • •
Best results will come from
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
teamwork. Confer, exchange
FOR 1977 — including a detailed day
ideas. Some adverse influences
by day -forecast, complete guick—to
love and marriage, and a corn
suggest caution, but NOT
preftensive character analysis -- is
now available For your personai
anxiety, in carrying out day's
forecast, send 51.00 plus 25 Cents in
program.
coin for postage and handling to this

noL

•

newspaper, care of Horoscope BOO•

Department, Box 173. Old Chelsea
VIRGO
Station, Nev. York, N.Y 10011 Print
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
your NAME. ADDRESS wiM ZIP, and
DATE OF BIRTH
Disappointment: This should
NOT stop you, rather make you
determined to regroup forces
Faxon Mothers
for surer attainment next time.
meet Wednesday afMake this day COUNT- in one ternoon on
March 1, at 1:45 in
way'or another.
the 7th grade class room. Mrs.
LIBRA
second grade will
an..r2E Reddens
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
"'"
tigve the devotional. Plans will
Best Use of your lop skills now be completed for the variety
will make for unusual gains show to be given in March. All
later. Try harder for surer mothers are urge to be present,
8fttiSfeeti°1t—Th
"
fint alarm- that
this concerns your
will reward many times.
chikiren•
..•••••••••

(Oct. 34 to Nov.,,23i- MeV.‘. • A11
4
40044,\
Put everything in proper
order,- -ebe day can became
Dr.
Byron
and
Cochran
Mrs.
chaotic. There are many advantages for the seeking. of Brownsville, Tennessee
Science and research slated for visited Mr. and Mrs. J.B.
advancement. Coenran.of: Murray route one
last Sunday.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )40
You are keen at sensing
needs, but planetary influences
do not promise immediate
In chafing dish, heat
- r - - whrite --spiced peaches, nuiraschino cherries and
CORRECTION
canned pear halves. Blend
Mrs.Cody Adams was elected the pear and peach sirups
president of the Women's with cornstarch, one tablesociety of chrieLien service of spoon to a cup of sirup
the Coldwater United Methodist Stir into hot fruit and heat
him. Ask Baker is the - until thickened. Add a jig
:
Church.
ng president. These two
of brandy or rum
retiri
iniclined. Serve in indivicia;
names were listed incorrectly in al compodt
csvdspror
mkled
stiv with
an article in the Ledger &toasted
ered
last week.

Showy Dessert

She:can't--break the
Christmas
.: gift-

Ilino
-wit basilspring yet, but it
is certainly on the way. I can
just feel it. There is something
about the last onslaught of
winter that makes you know it is
his last effort to prevent the
By Abigail Van Buren
swelling of buds and the smell in
the air that only spring can give.
I never mind the last cold days
DEAR ABBY: I sure do agree with "Sick of Christor even a late snow, especially
mas." And your advice on how to break the endless cycle of
when I hear the birds twittering
giving gifts to relatives and friends you never see was the
around
the feeding station and
only sensible solution.
there comes a day when the sun
We tried to do it in our family three years ago. We all
is pleasant and the wind is
"Okay, no more Christmas presents!" Then at Christsaid
„
warm. I don't think of the cold
mastime here comes my husband's sister with gifts for
days that are yet ahead, I just
everybody! Then we all had to rush out and buy her and
know there are more warm days
her family something. I could have kicked her in the teeth!
coming and the sun will be a
Right now I have four waffle irons, five electric blanlittle warmer each week.
kets, and three steam irons that have never been out of .
I was delighted to see a
their original boxes. I won't even tell you how many bottles
bluebird one day last week.
-of perfume and toilet-water 4 have stuck away on my shelf-—They have been quite rare .for
What's wrong with people, Abby?
the last few years and I am
Why can't they be more sensible?
hoping this one may decide to
stay with us. We have dozens of
ALSO SICK OF CHRISTMAS
•
varieties of birds but for some
DEAR ALSO: They? You should give to the needy-not
reason the bluebirds have not
die greedy. Wky don't you give some of tame duplicate
been around. They are so lovely
gifts to some peek- soul who could use them?
- and so indicative of spring that I
hope I can coax them back.
_
There are many shrubs that
DEAR ABBY: We work in a large, busy office where 14
furnish food they like and vines
girls are employed. During the year, many salesmen call on
that have berries.I will put up a
Or boss. When the boss is tied an we girls will make small
talk with these salesmen to mate their waiting more pleas- ,
•
ant.:7---t •
Around Ctuistmaistime many salesmen send us presents,
Washington Bean Soup
we assume, to show their appreciation for making them feel
at home in :our office. Last year there were 14 boxes of
Brings Family to Tale
chocolates, and as many bottles of good perfume, but these
The c,all "Soup's on!" will
gifts were sent to "the company" and not addressed to us
bring the family running
girls indiVidually, so the boss took everything home to his
when they know the tureen
wife!
holds Washington Bean Soup.
Our question; What do we say to these salesmen who
For once this flavor-packed
come in and ask us how we liked their presents?
soup of ham hocks and- navy
THE OFFICE GIRLS
beans is sampled, it's not forgotten.
DEAR GIRLS: Ask."What presents?"
The hocks can be left intact
DEAR ABBY: I think you owe us beauty operators an
in the soup if desired-. Or -tee
apology! One grabby hairdresser wrote to say she would
move the hocks, cut the meat
much rather get a few dollars from each of her patrons for
from the bone and return it
Christmas than some of those costly, but useless doo-dads
to the soup, suggests Reba
she receives. And you agreed it would be nicer.
Staggi,- heme-econotirist ofthe
Well, we are six hairdressers who are insulted. We
National Live Stbck and Meat
welcome any gift from a patron. After all, it's the thought
Board.
that counts at_Claristmas.
ANGRY WITH ABBY
Washington Bean Soup
DEAR ANGRY: Sorry. Please read on:
' I pound dry navy beans
tgiliptiarts cold water DEAR ABBY: I heartily agree with that hairdresser
2 to 3 pounds smoked,ham
Who said she'd prefer a gift of cash at Christmas.
•
hocks
-4-am a secretary-bookkeeper for two gentlemen who
have a thriving business. Each year one of their wives .1"I tablespobn- salt
'A teaspoon pepper
selects a Christmas gift for me, and I have yet to receive
I bay-leaf
,•
one that I can use.
/
1
2 cup chopped onion_
One .year it was a tablecloth, purchased on one of their
2 tablespoon drippings
trips to Europe. It was expensive, I am sure, but I neither
Wash beans, coverVvith cold
needed nor wanted it. Nor did it fit my table. Of course, I
water, bring to boil, reduce
couldn't return it.
heat and boil ger'itTy 2 minAnother year I received,g,.piece of modern sculpture,
utes. Remove from heat, cover
also purchased abroad. I didn't care for it, but couldn't
wtsneF 1---trcru-v Do-not
return that, either-.
drain. Add ham hocks, -salt,
A gift of cash, even a more modest amount than the
pepper and bay leaf. Simmer
price of either gift, would have'beenso much more appreci2/
1
2. hours. Remove bay leaf.
ated.
PREFERS CASH IN N. Y. C.
If desired, remove hocks, cut
DEAR ANGRY AND PREFERS: My mall ran two to
pieces of ham from the bone
see in favor of cash!
and return them to the soup.
Lightly brown onion in dripWhat's your problem?
feel better if you get it off
pings and add to the soup..
your chest. Write to ABBY. Bei 0704. Los Angeles, Cal.
Continue simmering for 30
90049. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
minutes, or until meat and
envelope.
beans are tender. 8 servings.

Let the Bachelor Be Wary
The 29th of February
By JOY STILLEY
Al' Newsfeatures Writer
It's open season all Leap Year
For female hunters to bag a "dear"
If your goal is wedding banding
(The Women's Lib thing notwithstanding).
Your opportunity's more than equal
If you don't wish to be a free gal.
Is it trapping tips you need?
Here's advice thalyou should need.
If you want a min beside yetiDo not let your conscience guide you
All is fair in love's pursuit Help Cupid aim that bow and shoot.
Should you hesitate or (alter,

BY NHS, W. P. WILLIAMS
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You'll never get him to the altar
If your friends aren't good at matching
You, yourself, must do the catching
Every single man's a candidate
For this year'S election as your mate
That guy you thought was just a crony
May be a bet for matrimony;
Office boys, bank clerk-Ajar salesmen Fair quarry for-the-gfrl who trails men.
Doctor, lawyer, merchant, cook Better leap before you looC:
If you don't act you're in a fix.
It's your last chance till '76

;
;
':
'
al
•'
•
r
'Aro

The Baptist Women of Cherry
Corner Baptist Church will
meet at the church at seven
pill.
The Faxon l'717TGT's Club willmeet at the school at 1:45 p.m._
The'Baptist Women of Flint
Baptist Church will meet at the
church at seven p.m.

bluebird house and maybe I'll
have some occupants.
I notice that some of the new
catalogues are featuring
miniature plants. One has a list
of miniature gladioli, some of
them so dainty and lend
themselves to arranging easier
than the larger kind. This is one
-Murray Open Duplicate
plant I have had very few of in
Bridge Club will meet at
my garden. I don't know why,
Rev. R. A Slinker will teach Gleason Hell at seven p.m.
_
except that I have planted the home mission graded series,
things that do not require taking "Catalyst in Missions" at seven
Thursday, March 2
up and storing through the
p.m. at the First Baptist
The
VVMCF of the Assembly
winter. They are lovely and
Church. The public is invited. of God Church will meet at the
some of the new ones have
church at one p.m.
florets that outdo an orchid.
These little ones attract me
however and I may try some.
Iris are also offered in
miniature. They grow from four
La twelve inches in height -and
require a more acid soil. Leaf
OP
mold worked in plentifully gives
TUXEDO RENTAL
them just What they need. As a
border for other acid loving
.by
plants, they are especially
useful.
The colOr Beale Is-Mere
limited, as most of them are
lavenciar, purple or violet. A few
have a reddish tone, but purple
Av.
shadet predominate.,You will
Oge../...
17.4.,•1•Ar icemewriee
find them excellent We lightly
4.ey190 110111LieneCt
shaded spot where-the sun
loving things won't do well.
This list goes on. New
iss
miniature marigolds, zinnias,
even new tiny roses. Try some.

ir

C,

Wednesday, March I
Women of the Oaks Country
Club will play bridge at 9:30
a.m. with Mary Alice Smith 7533487 as hostess. Make reservations by Tuesday.
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South tarolina,
Southwestern Louisiana Win
In Monday Night College Play

Coffee Hour To
Kick Off Ladies
Golf At Calloway
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Ricers Hopes Of Even
Season Alive With Win
-Over Middle Tennessee

Mai
Froi

And then tl
Marquette'
defeat at the
Saturday left
as much as six points in the
as the only ui
remaining.
By HAL BOCK
BRANDON
By
MIKE
hotter. The Machine, leading Lackey hit nine of 14 field goals
lege bEtsketb
Marcelous Satrks scored on a second half before the tough
Associated Press Sports Writer small college scorer in the na- and finished with 25 points and
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Racer defense began to rattle
unanimous c
It was happy birthday for tion, exploded for 68 points in 11 rebounds as the Warriors
Middle Tennessee State tip with 2:11 showing on the the Raiders. Murray hit on
14-23
spot in The
Tom Riker, happy hunting for Kentucky State's 121-76 victory bounced back from last SaturUniversity owns the 10th best clock and the Racers took the in the final period
and finithed
nationwide
Southwestern Louisiana and a over Eastern Michigan. The day's foss, their first of the seadefensive scoring average in lead for god, 46-44. Middle cut the game by canntng
23-46 for
writers and
the gap to 47-46 with just 1:24
happy hot hand for Travis "The output pushed .Grant over the son.
Anyone
of
the
6,000
the
nation.
The ladies' golf activities for events.
an even 50 per cent. Middle
hit
Starks
today.
leased
but
in
the
game
left
Machine" Grant in college bas- 3,000-point mark-only
fans in the Murray State Sports
the
Houston, No. 13, dropped a
the 1972 season at the MurrayMrs. Betty Jo Purdom, Arena who watched the Racers the last five points of the contest managed 19-46 for a cool .413
UCLA, 23ketball Monday night.
fourth collegian in history to 110-108 decision to Jacksonville Calloway County Country
Club chairman, assisted by Mrs.
Pacific-8 ri
to up the winning margin to six. pace.
Riker celebrated his 22nd pass that plateau.
with Harold Fox' jump shot in
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Morehead State carne frown
halftime deficit to shut out East
Tennessee Monday night and
clinch at least a tie for the Ohio
Valley Conference basketball
crown.
East Tennessee led 57-50 at
the half, but Morehead exploded for 74 points in the second half. Leonard Coulter
scored 40 points for the winners
and grabbed 16 rebounds. Bubha Abell, who played only the
last 12 minutes, pumped in 18
points.
In other OVC action Monday
night, Western Kentucky pulled
away from Austin Peay late in
the game for an 83-74 victory.
Western is now 8-5 in the conference-stain the running for
the OVC title. Jerry Dunn finished with a game-high 24
points for the winners, scoring
six of the last 12 points.
Austin Peay, no,P1l-9 in the
OVC, was led by Greg Hinman
with 2s-.
__Eastern Kentucky defeated
Tennessee Teeh 95-78 in an
OVC basketball contest Monday, leading by as much as 20
points at one stage. George
Bryant paced the winners with
21 points.
And Murray State took 52-46
OVC win over Middle Ten-

)2, 11/.4

Boston Celtics

College
Alabama 73, Kentucky 70
Morehead 124, East Tennessee 99
Murray 52, Middle Tennessee .46
Eastern Kentucky 95, Tennessee Tech 78
Western Kentucky 83, Austin
_
Peay 74
Kentucky St-ate 121, Eastern
Michigan 76
.4
Bellarinine 111, Ohio'minican-77
Kentucky Wesleyan, 97, Southwest Missouri 85
High School
Henderson Settlement 100.11ed-..
bird 76
District Playoffs
5th Distirct
Cowes 82, Sedalia 75
10th District
Greenville 78, Muhlenburg Central 57
s,
33rd District
Erlanger St. Henry 56, Walton,Verona -38
48th District
-Pulaski Co. 63, Shopville 56
50th District
Knox Central 79, St. Camilus 29

And then there was one.
Retaining the fourth spot in
Marquette's stunning 70-49 this week's rating was Pennsyldefeat at the hands of Detroit vania with 573 points. The
By HERSCHEL N1SSENSON first baseman, got a reported
Saturday left the UCLA Bruins Quakers upped their record to
Associated
Press Sports Writer $70,000 worth of his last name,
as the only unbeaten major col- 20-2 by beating Ivy League riBuzzie Bavasi, general man- leaving pitcher Mickey Lolich
lege b&sketball team-and the vals Cornell and Columbia over
ager of the Padres, isn't about and infielder Cesar Gutierrez
unanimous choice for the top the weekend. Marquette, 22-1
to jump off the roof of San the only unsigned Tigers.
spot in The Associated Press' overall but-1-1 since losing
BOSTON'S-Attention in the out fig contention at this_gt_alept.Stadium over Mike Ivies
The signing of Downing and
nationwide poll _ of- sports Chones, wag No. 5 with 442
AssociaBasketball
National
the season:: _
of homesickness.
'
—Mack
Sutton
left pitchers Jose Peha
writers and broadcasters re- points.
tion (NBA) this season has
The Celtics of coach Tom
"I
lived
through
Sandy
KouStrahler as the only
Mike
,and
been concentrated largely on Heinsohn have been the surleased today.
while
The next'two spots were unthe Los Angeles Laker.s and prise team of the East, if not of fax' retirement when I was Dodgers outside the fold
UCLA, 23-0 after defeating
McMullen
and
general
manager
of
the
DodgKen
infielders
changed,
No.
6
going
to
Long
Bucks,
but
the
fact
all
Milwaukee
professional basketball.
Pacific-8 rivals Washington
:
Off to a good but not spec- ers, so I can live through this," Sandy Momar are the only ad
is that the Boston Celtics are
State, Oregon and Oregon State Beach State, 23-3, with 409
Bavasi said Monday after the satisfied Angels following MesNo.
7
to
Brigham
points,
and
be
tacular
start,
coming
on
strong
and
may
the
hard-running
last week, garnered all 41 first
playing the best ball of all pro Boston team gathered momen- Padres' 19-year-old catching sersmith's signing for an estiplace votes to lead this week's Young, 20-3, with 354. South
Carolina and Marshall exturrrafter Christmas and all but prodigy flew home to Decatur, mated 870,000.
teams right now.
poll With 820 points.
Ga., from the team's Yuma,
Two other teams signed the
either
wrapped
up
the
division
title
by
changed
the
next
two
places,
That
is
not
to
say
that
•- Marquette, which won its
Ariz., training camp after be- last of their recalcitrants when
the Bucks or the Lakers - the first week of February.
the 19-4 Gamecocks moving up
first 22 games of the season,
Laker coach Bill Shaman, coming depressed and home- infielder Fred Stanley okayed
depending on who survives the
to eighth with 321 points and
had received one first place
division play-off - won't be fa- who saw his team almost blow sick.
his pact with Cleveland and
Marshall 22-4, dipping to ninth
vote a week ago. But after bowvored to win the NBA title. But a 25-point lead to thy Celtics in
"I should be.concerned about Minnesota inked catchers
with
271.
ing to Detroit in their second
the Celtics began to °pert up a one game, was one of the first this I guess, but I'm not," said George Mitterwald and Fred
Florida State, Ilth last week,
game since star center Jim
lead on a good New York team to caution that Boston could not Bavasi, even though Ivie was Rico. •
climbed into the Top Ten with
Chones signed a contract with
in late January, and cannot be be underestimated. Sharman, conceded a shot' at remaining
But a number of players re235 points, beating out Souththe New York Nets of the.
overlooked
as a contender for star guard on the greatest of with the National League West mained loth to put pen to conwestern Lohisitiha. for the
American Basketball Assoei-the great Celtie teams,sees- no - cellar-dwellers after batting tract ineldding- Oakland's- Cy
the champienship.
basic changes in the style of .305 last season in the Califor- Young Award winner, Vida
ation, the Warriors dropped
New York had been a strong
southwestern Louisiana, 22-3,
favorite to win the Atlantic play between this Boston five nia League and .471 in a six- Blue,
from the second spot in the.p0
headed the second 10 with 149
Conference of the NBA East, and those of the past.
to No. 5.
game stint with the Padres.
The A's have offered $50,000
"They run, are aggressive
but the loss, of Willis Reed beLouisville, 20-2, edged North points. Virginia moved from
It
was
a
bad
day
all
around
Blue, still at home in
while
cause of injury was a major and ket the ball down court for the Padres, who lived up to
Carolina.20-3.for the rumier-up 13th to 12th, Houston from 16th
Mansfield, La., is demanding
to
13th,
&atefràn
18th
Obi°
to
blow
to
the
Knicks.
The
playspot, but both were well behind
quickly,"- he said.
their last-place status by losing 892,500, a raise of $78,0011.
Ilappiness is...
offs still lie ahead, and the
UCLA. The Cardinals, who 14th and Hawiq from 17th to
From the standpoint of per- baseball players as fast as othAtlanta reliever Cecil Up15th.
be
considered
Knicks.
cannot
whipped Cincinnati 93-73 in
sonnel, this Boston team is not er teams were gaining them.
shaw stormed out of a contract
Michigan, a newcomer to the
in the same class with the Rustheir only outing last week, re.
While
Juan
Marichal
signed
meeting with vice president
16
sell-Cousy-Sharnlan
squads. with San Francisco, Billy Wil- Paul Richards and told The Atceived 637 votes while the Tar Top Twenty,gabbed the No.
nessee'witn Marcellens
Few - if any teams - ever limns, with the Chicago Cubs, lanta Journal:
Heels, vietors over Georgia',,Agmt followed'bY DraiRobes,_ -scoring
seven of Murray's last
-Wirylandi -Misaoui
.
_
MU
Tech and- Virginia-last-weekr:-4
--wilfi-TkUrtiit,
"Is going to itavalrb
phis State.
However,
this
basically
is a Downing and Don Sutton with me, that's what he's going to
had 620.
Starks began his effort withyoung
team
that
is
going
to
get
' The Top Twenty, with first 3:48 left to play and the scored
Los Angeles, Andy Messersmith have to do. And I hope he does.
GREENSBORO,N.C. l AP)- much better US the next couple
place votes in parentheses, tied at 44-all-and popped in
with California and Deron I don't like Atlanta that much.
.
won-lost records through games the clinching three-point play Jim McDaniels, the rookie cen- of years.
Johnson with Philadelphia, the You've got-to go where the
can
depend
on
a
If
the
Celtics
ter
who
jumped
from
Carolina
of Saturday, Feb. 26 and total with 10 seconds left.
Padres were notified that in- money is."
points on the basis of 20 for
Starks finished with 17 points of the American Basketball As- couple of seasoned ball players fielder Tommy Dean, 26, was
/4w said his outLater, Upsha1
first, 18 for second, 16,- 14, 12, and 14 rebounds. Les Taylor sociation to Seattle of the Na- to continue working with young retiring and workhorse relief burst was "an emotional reactalent,
they
should
be
able
to
Dollar
tional
Basketball
Association,
or
Diller
10, ft, 8, etc.:
was high scorer for Murray
pitcher Al Severinsen, 27, might tion and I was just -upset."
A
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STRIKE
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45
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AlcDaniels
on
'Monday
8. Long Beach St. 23-3 409 10th straight win.
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50
super sub, is John Havlicek. estimated $140,000 a year. SecNo. Ones
38
50
Spoilers
7. Brigham Young 204 354
The game snapped an 18- appear in court Thursday. Having to play 40-45 minutes a ond baseman Tito Fuentes also
High Team Game (SC)
8.
South
Carolina
winning streak for East- Exum had previously issued a game may -diminish John's agreed to terms and both play19-4
321
game
610
Alley Cats
10-day restraining order forbid- effectiveness, but his excep- ers were expected in camp toCustom kitting
9. Marshall
22-2 271 ern Michigan.
578
Losers
100% HANDMADE
REPAIRED. REFINISHED
569' 10. Florida St.
Maybe's
Williams tilt a career- ding MeDaniels to play for any-- tional concentration and en- day.
22-4
Mike
235
Hi,gh Team Game (11C)
one
but
the
Cougars
on
Febru11. SW Louisiana
ergy keep the youngsters on
224 149 high 37 points to lead Kentucky
802
Alley cats
Williams, the Cubs' slugging
772
Losers„
12. Virginia '
204 111 Wesleyan to a 97-85 victory ary 18. Then, on February 72, their toes.
751
signed for an estioutfielder,
Maybe's
order
that
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another
another
of
Sanders
is
Tom
Missouri.
13. Houston
19-5 106 over Southwest
High Team Series (SC)
14. Ohio -St.
1694
James Green added M and McDaniels, who played his first the old guard who may not play mated $115,000 after a 1112-hour
90
16-5
Alley cats
"OLD TIME BLACKSMITH"
Holland, club
1666
Maybe's
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19.
fit
the
Missouri' 39 recordHigh Ind. Game (SC)
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Cash, Detroit's hard-hitting
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Hilda Bennett
20. Memphis St.
19-5
36 George Duncan paced Beller- straining order and the con190
Mary Smith
least on first glance. But he is
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Others
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with
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in
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Jean Chancey
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Margaret Morton
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) - man said, and the seven-foot harassing game, attempting to
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, Janie Knight
'The Memphis Pros of the center left immediately to join force mistakes.
154 Supersonics 15, Warriors 7
Glenda Hill
153 Celtics 12, Knickerbockers 8
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Pat Scott
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Bowling League
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The long
and
the short
of it!
MINI PRICES and MAXI VALUES
sure now to happen at . . .

and he invites YOU
to come by and talk your problems
over with him at 209 South 7th Street
or Phone 753-1751

Mr. & Mrs. Elmer Sholar
would like to thank all of their friends
& customers for their patronage
over the past twelve years.
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GE SEVEN
Telethon take

' 3

NEW

CH. 3
WSIL
6:00 News
Squad
6:30 Mod
7:30 Movie
9:00 Welty
10:00 News
10:30 Cavett

CH.4
WSM
6:30 Special
?JO Special
8.30 Nichols
9:30 Changing
Scene
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

CH. 5
WLAC
..,
6:30 Campben
7:30 Hawaii 5-0
Cannon
0:30
1 : 30 W o ods Water
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

CH. 6
WPSD
6:30 Special
7:30 Special
11:30 Nichols
9:30 Dragnet
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

CH.
WSIX
6:30 Mod Squad
7:30 Movie
9:00 Welby-M.D.
10:00 Chaparral
11:00 News
11:30 Cavett

CH. yy
CM. 12
WDXR
KFVS
6:00 Movie
:30 Campbell
7:30 Hawaii
5-0 7:37 News
7:30 Theater 29
0:30 Cannon
9:35 Weather
9:30 Sports
9:40 News
30 Sports III.
10:00 Crest. Feat.
10:00 News
10:30 Movie
10:30 Movie

FRANKFORT, Ky.—State
officials have disclosed that
federal authorities are probing
reports that unsafe auto tires
are being sold illegally in
Kentucky for highway use.
According to the report, the
defective tires have been

peddled in Lincoln and Casey
counties as well as the
Lexington, Morehead, Mt.
Vernon and London areas. At
one
Kentucky
least
businessman already has been
named by several persons as
one source of the bootleg tires.
Acting State Public Safety
Commissioner William 0.
Newman and James W.
Hughes,state administrator for
the Office of Highway Safety
Programs, said they had been
informed that the tires were
considered unsafe because they
do not meet minimum federal
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The safety standards for high speed
state of Kentucky recently use and endurance.
The investigation was orentered into agreement with 13
_Aber states_ to lapand_mutual dered by the Office of Standards
aid in such areas as forest fire Enforcement for the National
- fighting and training.
Highway Traffic Safety AdThe agreement, signed ministration.
NHTSA investigator Carlos
recently in Harrisburg, Pa.,
enables participating states to Garza, said that his office
AO_ manpower resources of initiated the inquiry after
- other member states in the receiving a tip that "scads" of
event of an extreme forest fire the defective tires were being
• emergena. It also makes bootleiged. to filling stations
available Utilization of the other and used car lots for resale use
states' expertise for planning on highway vehicles.
According to Garza, the
and conducting vitally imfederal Traffic and Motor
portant training programs.
Signed by the Sougheastern Vehicle Safety Act restricti
_State Forest Fire Commission sale of the tires for use on such
and the Middle Atlantic Id- non-highway vehicles as farm
_
terstate Forest Fire Protection wagons.
If used oil.the Inghway, they
Compact, it is the first compact
could blow out at any time and
of its kind. Ronald
C.
Schureman at higlispeeds, thecesults could
,.....rrgr well be fatal, he said.
•Ken.,
Ww'sdirector of Forestry.
rie Casey County filling
— Of
the
Southeastern organization, and station operator told Garza he
Samuel Mace, Delaware state bought about 50 of the reject
forester and chairman of the tires which he had planned to
Middle Atlantic Compact resell for highway use. He said
represented their respective he was not told by the man who
groups at the signing.
peddled them that they were
Kentucky has been a member defective.
Several other filling stations
of the Sougheastern Compact
since June 1954 and has been operators, both in Casey and
able to avail itself of the Lincoln counties, .reported
assistance provided by other similar experiences.
In addition, Garza checked a
member states. Under the new
agreement, Kentucky will be Lincoln County used car lot
able to utilize the services and where he found that "about 80
equipment of states in the per cent" of all pacsenger cars
Middle Atlantic organization. being offered for sale there had

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Wednesday *
8:30 LaLanne
9:00 The Hour
10:00 Am. Rel.
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched
11:30 Password
My Child. '
'
1-12:30 Make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
2:00 Gen.
3:30 One Life
3:00 Love Am.
3:30 Matinee
5:00 Space
6:00 News
*- 6:30 Sports
Father
--Tt00 Ed'S
7:30 Comedy Hour
8:30 Persuaders
9:30 Anderson
10:00 News
10:30 Cavett

6:00 Mor. Show 5:45 Journal
6:00 News
7:00 Today
AM
1:30 N'Ville
9:00 Dinah
Korn.
7:55 Kitc.
9:30 Concert,
10:00 Sale-Cen. 1:00 Kangaroo
9:00 Tell-Tr11111
10:30 Squares
'WOO Jeopardy 9:38 Tort
11;30 Who-What- 10:00 Fain. Affair
10:30 Love of Life
12:00 Noon
11:00 Heart Is
1:00 Our Lives
11:30 Search
1:30 Doctors
12:00 Singing Con.
2:00 An. World
10:25 News
2:30 Promise
3:00 Bugs Bunny 12:30 World Turns
1:00 Love Is
3:15 Movie
1:30 Guiding Light
5:25 Weather
Secret Storm
2:00
5:30 News
2:110 Edge of Night
6:00 News
Pyle
3:00 Gomer
6:30 Dragnet
3:30 Gilligan
7:00 Adam-12
7:30 Mys. Movie 4:00 Movie
9:00 Night Gal
S:23 News
10:00 News
6:00 News
10:30 Tonight
6:30 Mann Singers
7:00 Burnett
8:00 Med. Center
9:00 Manilla
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

7:00 Today
9:00 Dinah
9:30 Concent.
10:00 Sale Can.
10:30 Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11:30 Wlso-WhaV'
11:55 News
.12:00 Child-14.70o
12:30 News
12:05 Pastor
1:00 Our Lives
1:30 Doctors
2:00 Another
World
2:30 Bright
Promise
3:00 Somerset
3:313 Calendar
3:35 Popeye
4:00 Gilligan
4:30 Dan Boone
5:30 News
4:00 News
6:30 Nash. Music
7:00 Adam 12
7:30 Movie
9:00 Night Gal
10:00 News .
IR•311.Too

9:00 Psychiatrist
6:00 Sunrise
6:10 Break. Show 9:30 Devotions
9:45 Movie
7:00 News
11:35 The Answer
8:00 Kangaroo
11:50 Sewing
Lucy
9:00
12:00 Gourmet
9:30 My 3 Sons
10:00 Fam. Affair 12:30 3 on a Match
Love
News
-....„
100
-Life
Girl -'
tal30 That
11:00
Bewitched
11:00 Where Mort 1:03 Movie Game
11:30 Barbara
1:30
Movie
1125 Sews
11:45 Sewing
3:00 Munsters
11:30 Search
12:00 My Children 12:00 Farm
PiC- 3:30 Fury
12:30 Make-Deal
4:00 Bozo
12:05 News
1:00 Newlyweds
12:30 World Turns 5:00 Superman
1:30 Dating
Many 5:30 McHales
1:00 Love
2:00 Gen.
Hosp, 1:30 Guiding Light 5:57 News
2:30 One Life
2:00 Secret Storm 6:00 Club Express
3:00 Password
Night 6:30 Theatre-29
2:30 Edge
3:30 Love Ant.- Pyte 8:30 Monroes
-3:00 Gomer
4:00 Jeannie
3:30 Virginian
9:30 Creat, Feat.
4:30 Green Acres 5:00 Hazel
10:00 News
5:00 News
5:30 News
10:30 Theatre
6:00 Griffith
6:00 News
6:30 Rollin'
6:30 Make-A-Deal
7:00 Movie
7:00 Special
9:00 Comedy Hour COO Comedy Bowl
10:00 News -• •
9:00 Monnix
10:30 Basketball
10:00 News
12:00 Cavett
10:30 Griffin

6:30 McCoys
7:00 Bozo
0:30 Romper
9:00 Lucy
9:30 Hillbillies
10:00 Mov. Gams
—

Forestry Pact
Allows Fire
Fighting Aid

'LATER THAT 50144JiR 51:IE WAS
THROWN FROM A 14CRSE ..A'TALL
DARK OTRAN6ER CARRIED HER
-8ACK-113114E5TASLE5...1dA5THI5
THE LOVE 5ME HAD BEEN 5EFJCIN6?
TWO4.ARS LATER,AMR'S,5i4E."

Sivettstory %las born
on a snail ttrntoaAM15.1.
It vf.as raining the night of
her High-School prom

WONDER 1#11.1ERE
SHES GOING
?

Iz HOLD hreY ARMS LIKE A
1.100P- NOY/ WATCH HER COME
CKARG1NG ALONG AND
LAJNAP T14AU

_THE PHANTOM
HE KILLED
NOW HE
THE PHANTOM
KILLS
ON WITCHMAN'S OUR
FRE510ENT
PEAK!
I.

one or more of the defective
tires on them.
Garza said that normally it is
a simple matter for buyers to
spot the defective tires.
Under federal law, tire
manufacturers must brand both
sidewalls of each tire with the
legend "Unsafe For Highway
Use" and remove the "DOT"
Tranof
1Department
sportation) symbol from the
inner edge of the sidewall. They
must also glue a paper label
bearing a printed warning over
the tread area of each tire.
In these instances, however,
Garaza found that someone had
removed the paper labels and
buffed the "unsafe" legend off
the tires before attempting to
peddle them. Many also had the
serial number removed.
Garza said that under federal
law, anyone who attempts to
remove the warnings placed on
those tires by the manufacturers or who sells the tires for
highway use may be fined up to
——
81000 per violatiOh.
apparent
no
Although
violations of state law have
been uncovered, Newman said
that state police and motor
vahicle inspection officers were
cooperating with NHTSA "'
the interests of preserving highway safety."

YORK UtLSo
of Dec. 31, the amount
collected by the 19'71 Jerry
Lewis Muscular Dystrophy
Telethon reached $8,384,429,
exceeding the final totebnard
pledges of $8,125.387, it was I
announced by Robert Ross, ;
Director
of
Executive
Dystrophy
Muscular
ke.sociations of America.

About 1,200 species of
mistletoe are found in tropic
and temperate zones on all
continents except Antarctica,
says National Geographic.
Co-stars
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
Lorne Greene (Bonanzal and
Agnes Moorehead (Bewitched) will co-star in "Three
Faces of Love," a three-part,

full-length television

movie.
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TOP MALE STARS OF 071— George Scott top center), who
won Hollywood's best-actor statuette last-year, and four others
were nominated for the best actor Oscar to be presented by the
Motion Pictur' Academy in April. Left to right, top: Topol, an
Israeli actor who uses no first name, for "Fiddler on the Roof"
Scott, nominated for "The Hospital"; and Peter Finch, "Sunday,
Bloody Sunday". Below Gene Hackman, left, the cop in "The

-NANCY
LQQ
FOR THE
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French

ACROSS
1 Moccasin
4 Possessive
pronoun
8 Cushions
12 Bull
13 Region
olives
i
14 Genus
15 Artificial

LIU ABNER
So BEIkr A
IT'S A
OUTA
STATE
LICENSE.

HE /-IAIN'T
1311.3

WARNED —

MA'M?
DID HE
ORDER
APPLEPIE?

V./1-1V-P

YES —

.

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Opera by Verdi
Herb (pl.)
Call •
Sea eagle
Late
Dinner course
Own
Mohammedan
name
10 Lair
11 Sink in middle
17 Conjunction
19 Cooled awn
22 One, no matter
which
24 Note of scale
32 Playhouse
33 Chapeau
25 Exchange
36 Preposition
premium
37 United
26 Seines
together
27 Verve
38 Deliberate
28 Storage Pit
40 Style of
29 Macaw
painting
41 Note of scale
30 Paddle
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

NOW , T EE13E IZ,1
GTOP THAT 02
I'LL HAVE TO
ARREST 'IOU

16 Surrounding
,y to
18 Pertaining
the
20 Organs
of hearing
..21 Beloia
43 Symbol for
deity
tellurium
22 Coniunction
44 Malay canoe
Verve
23
45 Weary
27 Worm
46 Break suddenly
29 Emmet'
47 In favor of
30 Midwestern
4R Land rneasurc
Indian
49 Dutch town
31 Chinese mile
50 Goal
3
33
2 Attempt
Possesses
6 7 .:44:ii9 10 11
gigy,
34 Pronoun
:,•:,i) 14
12
35 Hawaiian
• i•:•••
444
greeting
17
37 Prohibit
:
C
o :a"
nt lettuce II
38 R eio
19
111
39 Net one
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Rain Coats
Regularly 1245 to 98)

1 Week Only!
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Watch for Stees' . .

AUTOS FOR SALE

•3-196
•
•

75

SPECIAL
KRIM
At a price like
this, you better
believe there's
soinet.Mig special
in the air. Don't

miss this chance!

Six Times'Week in...
BUS

Starting March 6, 1972
INSURANCE: MOBILE homes &
Motor Boats, Home Owners. Low
rates, broad coverage, excellent
claim service. Galloway Insurance and Realty Agency.,
Murray, Ky.Phone 753M1ONC
5842.

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

1972 CHEVELLE SS 350 cubi DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five roons
and bath, central heat and air,
inch, V8, power steering,
conditioning, 3 speed, automati carpet throughout, extra large
master bedroom, range. Days
transmission,factory stereo ta
phone 753-3648 or 753-6202 after
player and radio. Phone 753TFC
111.
F • 5:00p.m.

ANOTHER VIEW
PERSONALLY conducted tours
Hawaii, Mexico, California,
g, Va., Washington
his others. Write for 1972
from Pemiyiile Tours,
.4,Hopkinsville, Ky.
MI1C

•

•• •••••
004, •••••• ••••••••• 0000000000 000000000 0000000000 ••••••••

So John Stees, with a sharp eye, a
penetrating mind and a facile pen,
gives us a flashing insight into a national or world event that gives us food
thought-or an -amusing chuckle.

0 INSPECTION
IEWAL MONTH

•

i
Call
7539

That's what Sherlock Holmes said
about Mr. Average Man. There's more
to the picture than meets the eye. True
perception in our topsy-turyy_worldja _
a,rare and difficult thing.

D 111'11 magma) and
ad I Bewiti in "Three
a three-part,
;ion movie.
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ales

a

OLD DRESSER; old twin bed; MAPLE BOOKCASE, half bed,
all kinds antique dishes; lots of baby bed, pole lamp, beginners
M1C
pressed glass, odds and ends. If guitar, rug. 907 Vine St.
interested phone 753-4716. M1C
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
TRAILER PARK with 17 sifeces. hearing aid batteries for all make
'East of Marray on Hwy. 94. Will hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. M1C
10'x50' rWO BEDROOM fur finaric
two-thirds at $135.00 a
nished trailer, air conditioned
month.Call 753-6202or 75$TESTED and approved b
furnished
electric heat. Water
TFC millions of homemakers. Blu
3648.
Phone 489-2513.
Lustre carpet cleaner is tops
four MAGNOLIA MOBILE home, Begley Drug Store, Centra
NEATLY FURNISHED
room apartment. Carpeted and 13'x63', extra fine. A-0 Coach Shopping Center.
air conditioned. Married couple Estates. Central heat and air, all
or single. Located 100 South 13th electric, heat tape, underpenned. FOUR PIE(7E Ludwig Drum set.
F29C
Street. May be seen at Kelly's Two bedrooms, large bath, Phone 753-1642
F29C washer and dryer included, fully
Pest Control.
carpeted; new drapes, recently 2-GOOD USED Freezers. One 1
Westinghouse...girl/M.1*nd one 20
ilisAUTIFUL VAL All Le Painted. Many Øer-..
by G.E.
must see to appreciate.
chest with new unit
Apartment, unfurnished,
F
bedroom, living room, kitchen, and look, then call for ap- Bilbrey's, Main Street..
utility and bath. Carpeted. Ai pointment, 753-4307 after 5:00 or
March
Dishwasher, 762-2851 work).
conditioned.
LEAVING STATE must sell 1971
refrigerator, stove, ,garbage
mobile • -home, ---12'x68',
M
FIVE INSIDE doors; one Mediterranean style, completely
disposal. Phone 753-3865.
commode and two lavatories. See furnished, two bedrooms, fully
at the Ledger & Times office, 103 carpeted. Extras like deep
APARTMENT,
FURNISHED
North 4th Street.
TFNC freeze, padded bar with sink an
living room, kitchen, bathroom
concrete steps. Just like new.
with shower and bath, two
ly used
115.
ms Available. .
3-4090 -a-rter- -1:
Zimmerman Apartments, South
Trailer
versity
ni
Heights
F29C
753-6609.
phone
Street,
16th.
MW
Court.

sonEWiirt

---corning mare

Nova Coupe
Stock No. 337
Serial No. 1X27 D2W255220
Body Side Molding
Covert Vinyl Interior
63-63 Mohare Gold
82498.70,

HOUSE 4 bedrooms,all carpeted,
electric heat, l'e baths,
reasonable. Also nice mobil
home, carpeted, air conditioned.
$65.00 per month. Call 753M1C
8333.

Trioleg.Set
'19.50.

KC REGISTERED German
Shepherd female, seven months
M2P
old. Phone 753-8421.
RD FERGUSON tractor, plow
and grader blade. 1969 GMC
pickup, full power with air.
one 474-2378.

TWO TRAILER homes on
Kentucky Lake Blood River area.
Nice, and modern. Air, electri
heat, automatic washer, large
private lot. Phone 436-2427. M3C

1 ._..

a saint, executed a couple of
-flawless tarns and then
beckoned me to try.
Starting off slowly I made the 't
first turn without any difficulty -)
and got halfway through my
second turn before my skis
decided to head straight down
the slope. Of course, I went
along for the ride.
As I careened down the slope
desperately trying to think
what Jean Claude Kitty or
Robert Redford would do to
stop, my skis came to the
rescue. All on their own, they
decided to head north and south
which sent me airborne and
eastward into a big, soft pillow _
of fresh, powder snow with my
skis crossed in a big "X" to
mark my reentry.
r

X marks
spot for
-beginner
By RON WELLS

Copley News Service
14' V Bottom Alurna:Craft boat
Dwain Taylor
H.P.
33
motor,
'Johnson_
970
Sauce Pans
Skiing has never been one of
Chevrolet, Inc,
anual start. Dilly trailer. Phon
PRIME SIRLOIN STEAK
my better sports.
St.
12th
Se.
753-261
2
/
1-11
-1Y4
Qt
Newest models
753-6096,
Special-Mon., Tues., Wed.,
Charles Jenkins
Probably my disdain for
.1. H. Nix
Gu McCsaiston
demonstrated
rnciENcyAPARTMENT for Starks Hardware 1971 CB 750 HONDA, like new. broken bones and the thought of
$ 1.49
becoming a human snowball
two students, across street from
FREE at your home.
500 miles. Phone 489-2479. MW plummeting down a mountain
1969 OLDS 98 two door hardtop, campus. Available now. Private
INN
TRIANGLE
all power and air, white with parking provided. Phone 753-4342 12' x 55' TWO BEDROOM mobile
into a tree led to the fact that I
''Man,I wish I'd had a movie
iii lak, irad, no
ESTINGHOUSE Refrigerator, never attempted the sport until camera, that was spec-.__
slack vinyl roof, black interior. or 75349711aftee5:00p.m.
home, fully carpeted,
MW
N1 II..
BULL DURHAM Dining room on Reason for selling, going overUnity," said Will- With a
underpenning. Phone 964 model, 14 cubic feet. Ex- it became a job requirement
Kentucky Lake, open daily, seas. Phone 753-7828
little grin, as he again helped °
Call SAL SARCONE
MW cellent condition. $100.00. Phone an occupational hazard.
or body shop at 753-7140after 4:00 p.m.
UP
CLEAN
F29NC
M2P
Nevertheless, as dawn broke
March 3rd, 2:00 p.m.-9:30,
713.
me up. "Are you all right?"
li§dway. Phone 753-8426 or 753753722?
y 11:00 a.m.-9:30 p.m. Four
over the snow-laden mountains
"Yeah, but I think I'll take up
5311.,
M13C
'boat,
vt BOTTOM alumiamen
of Snowbird,- Utah, I found
Service Also Offered
miles West of Paris Landing. M6C 1969 DATSUN _deur door
IECE
skydiving," I said as I brushed
-nisi-6175.00. Phone 753.4781k
automatic, 22;000 mile*. One
uga yde couch awl-ehaTr. myself with another reporter, the snow froriiiily glasses just
M1C NEAR PANORAMA Shores, two
owner. Phone 753-6206.
in time to see that 5-year-old
mini trail. Also 12'freezer. also a nonskier, waiting for our
onda
tank
42
septic
Plan,
NEW
Reducing
X-11
on
ESTIMATE
FREE
bedroom furnished, carpeted
SS
Restaurant
XB
&
ENNIS
stem christie his way down the
after 5:00 p.m. M2 instructor.
753-4858
one
TFC
tablets, $3.00.- Money back
installation. Phone 753-7850.
with air conditioning. Also have
"Hello, I'm Jim Burns, your
slope and stop in front of me.
Guarantee. Safe-T Discount 1965 CHEVROLET Impala, three bedroom house, un- guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00
instructor," said a voice which
"Yep," he said. "It's your
(100 books ). Sold in case
A local one
case
per
power.
and
automatic
M2C
Pharmacy.
LOTTIE'S KEEP ft Neat Beauty
furnished, carpeted. Phone 436emanated from the muscular, first time skiing."
lots only. Ledger & Times Office
condition. Price
wner.
above
Good
HAY,
JAP
BALES
Salon is now open. WPA Road, tt
2266.
M2C
942C
.00. Phone 753-1439.
Supply,103 North 4th Street. TF- verage quality. $.45 per bale, 6-foot-plus frame which was
; mile off Mayfield Highway and
uddenly before us. "Come on
SERVICES OFFERED
thespace:Phone753two mites off Lynn Grove High0 BEDROOM-furniihid
down to the ski shop and we'll
BENZ 190 :
282P
MERCEDES
1965
7.
Owner Lottie Futrell, PERSONAL INCOME tax serway.
trailer, air conditioned, one mile
fit you with boots and skis."
serial. Excellent condition. Can
- --operator Lena-Flood. Phone 753- vice by appointment. Phone 436.--Although skiing was invented
Murray. $86.00 -per month
be seen at 910 North 180iStreet-or
in Scandinavia, the ski boot
F29C 2145.
4352 for appointment.
F29C phone 753-6842.
M6C water furnished. Phone Cadiz
was invented by the Marquis de
M13C
522-6332.
We wish to thank everyone who Sade as an orthopedic shoe and
FURNITURE REFINISHING, 1961 FORD GALAXY four door
Go on a "Health & Wealth
helped us in the loss of our house. muscle-toner for FrankenE AND two room apartall work guaranteed. Free pick sedan, V8 power steering. Good
Kick With Our
23-1/16x35"
Everything was deeply ap- stein's monster.
ChurW.
Ronald
Phone
ments.
up and delivery. Free estimate. condition. May be seen at Murray
VEGETABLE PLATE
..'.:Don't worry," said Burns
preciated.
753-2736 or 753-8395.
.009 Thick
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Just
Antique or natural finish. Jerry Muffler Service, Maple and 7th or chill,
3 for $.69 Here or Go
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat sympathetically, "your feet
1st
MW
March
Available
Marchl6C phone 753-1999 after 6:00 p.m. M
over
a year ago almost every
These plates are perfect Coleman
McCoy,753-3045.
but
now
little
1TP may hurt a
asphalt plant and rock quarry_ in
padding
foam
the
eventually
roofing
or
siding
for
FIVE ROOM house with electric
will conform to your feet. It just the state kicked up more dust
FOR RADIO, Television and
heat, bath, hot and cold water, barns, for placing
WANTED TO RENT
takes a little gettingsused to." than the Kentucky Air Pollution
SerCHEVY
6
New
II
1968
cylinder.
ELECTROLUX SALES &
electrical, appliance repair, also
place for washer and dryer. Also
After being fitted with skis Control Commission (KAPCC)
vices, Box 213, Murray; Ky., C.M. plumbing maintenance phone tires. Excellent condition. Phone 1.34 acre of dark tobacco, .22 of around bottom of
WANT TO RENT farm land.
poles we headed for what is allowed.
and
March 27C 753-3265 or 7534760 nights. M6P burley, 71.4 acres of beans, for mobile
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- 436-2225.
Phone 753-8090after 3:00p.m. M
homes to keep
As a result, the - KAPCC
affectionately called the
TFC
mington, Kentucky.
rent with barn. Phone 492-8360
"Bunny Slope" or "Fanny designated them a problem
NOW,
and
wind
the
out
1963
EXTRA
Chevrolet,
CLEAN.
trucking,
WORK,
ITC
BULLDOZER
after 5:00 p.m.
Hill." To get there you have to area and launched what has
and for many other
also bank gravel, fill dirt and 6 cylinder. See at 1619 Miller or
LEASE
walk,fticlyis no easy task-ir been called the agency's most
FOR
MW
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 of phone 7534312.
"
If You
boots which refuse to let extensive control program with
as
such
uses
REAL
ESTATE
FOR
SALE
3C
Mar.
p.m.
354-8161 after 6:00
'2800 LBS. BURLEY BASE, 1.15 anything below your knees any industry.
out"
"building
MW bend even the slightest degree.
lb. Phone 753-6567.
HELP WANTED
MODERATELY PRICED 3
According to recent comadditions
home
or
mice
rats.
your
"Here at Snowbird we teach mission records, 81 per cent of
ALL
FOR
cenCarpeted,
home.
bedroom
Phone."
Length the state's 110 asphalt plants
Graduated
the
alterations,. _remodeling, etc. EGISTERED NURSE, per- tral heating and air conditioning,
• Coogan for 'Brady Bunch'
Method,"said Burns, as we put and 73 per cent of the 114 rock
nent position, excellent salary built-in stove and dishwahser,
Free Estimates.'Mone 753HOLLYWOOD IUPIi -TFC
on our skis. "This means we
fringe benefits. If interested closed garage, and a patio of6123.
Jackie Coogan, first of the
quarries hold state permits or _
at
Before 5:00 p.m.
you out with the shortest
start
ntact B.F. Craig, Personnel .fering relative privacy. Available Call
. great child stars, will play a
have applied for one. Every air
gradually
and
possible
skis
or
IS epartment, P.O. Box 329, for
guest shot in an episode of
occupancy-mid May 1972. Call
pollution source in the state
INCOME TAX service-M.B.A., ayfield, Kentucky or phone 247you
as
length
the
increase
television's "The Brady
March 21P
753-7966.
must obtain a permit before it
Tax Experience. Phone 753-6
proficient."
more
become
Bunch."
730 for appointment. An equal
103 N. 4th St.
can legally operate.
for appointment. Reasonable
myself
felt
I
time
this
About
employer, General
Between 6:00 p.m.
At a recent commission
March 2 pportunity
rates.
sliding backward down-'an
M8C BY OWNER, 1623 Loch Lomond
ire & Rubber Company.
Ky.
Murray,
Frank , P. Partee,
meeting,
Buy
pool,
7:00 p.m. In The
Drive, Forget the car
imperceptible incline and
technical director of the.
4 large
with
house
your
a
family
too
falling,
none
at
gracefully,
Evening
WOMAN WITH experience to
PAINT CONTRACTING
the feet of a 5-year-old - who KAPCC, congratulated the _
bedrooms only one block from 1969 HONDA'350 Scrambler, low
If you know your route
who can
sick.
one
for
Prefer
care
condition.
to
Excellent
Interior
mileage.
Exterior or
said, "First time skiing?" - industry for bringing 75 per
School on bus route
boy's number, please call
Jive in. Salary plus room and Robertson
,„
767Phone
and then grabbed the cable tow cent of its members . into
blocks
helmet.
workmanship
Quality
With
two
and
school
middle
him first. If you get no
board. For more information
F29Il
and headed for the tap of the compliance with air pollution
753estimate
Call
Free
2032.
from New High school.
results then call John
phone 753-4372 after 4:30 p.m. M1
regulations. Partee said the
beginners' slope.
,and
appointment
753-3484
Call
an
for
4657
above
the
at
Pasco , Jr.
industry had shown tremendous
"Before
this
lesson's
over
MIP
-SCHNAUZER
MINIATURE
details.
further
number during the hours
cooperation.
to
you'll
able
be
ski
that
down
shed
Non
puppies, registered.
TRACTOR REPAIR work. NEED 2 or 3 Waitresses forDay
listed
slope," said Burns, pointing to
In December 1970, the
Coats.
Perfect
disposition.
four
house,
duty.
BEDROOM
THREE
on
Experienced mechanic
and night shift. Apply in person
the top a, what appeared to be a commission met with the
Melody-Am
Reasonable
terms.
full
We make field service calls day only te, Saucy Bar-B-Q and acres, double garage,
sheer drop-off, as he helped me Plantmix Asphalt Industry of
east, High- Kennels, Buchanan, Tennessee,
I,YNNVILLE SHOE Store has or night. Phone 753-9879 or 753- Pancake House, 1409 Main. M6C basement. Two miles
struggle to my feet.
Kentucky and in January 1971
F29C
phone
901-247-3345.
M2P
753-8188.
way
Phone
94.
Marchl7C
done it again. We are over- 9857.
After about 20 minutes of with -the Kentucky Crushed
stecke4,41 ladies winter boots PROFESSIONAL PAINTING GOOD POSITION for exto develop
walking sideways up a little Stone Assn
BRAND NEW Martin 30-30
going atcost and under. We are
Technician. Apply "
slope and snowplowing down guidelines for air pollution
model
lever
336,
action
Carbine
and decorating. Free estimate. perienced T.V.
WANT TO BUY
rereiving daily our spring
an act which resembles a man control and to explain the
M1C in person. Sight and Sound, 80
with Weever k25 scope and
Call 489-2287.
shipment of lady's, children's
North Main, Benton, Kentucky.
with two broken legs easing permit system. Following the
F29C
mounts. Phone 767-6294.
M6C WANT TO BUY good used piano.
and men's shoes. These are all in
himself into a hot bath) our meetings,- the KAPCC sent
cleaning, back Phone 527-9900.
famous name brands so we can't SEPTIC TANK
instructor pointed as toward
753Phone
resonable.
Priced
rmit applications to plants
65
15'
runabout,
FIBERGLAS
753Camp,
Phone Rex
the cable tow and said, "See
Cooks; 7706.
mention the name because of our hoe work.
1TC B.P. Evinrude motor.- Phone
ilia-Chad not submitted apTFC WAITRESSES AND
5933.
you at the top."
low discount prices. I would like
Experience preferred; apply
plications.,,
Frank Burkeen 753-2328 after
Now the cable tow is an
for all our friends to visit us
immediately for full or part time, WANT TO Birki-sitadtri halt boat 4:00P:m.
At present, after three
F29C
in
care
convalescent
DO
WILL
ingenious
in
device
which
one
before you buy shoes. Lynnville
evenings and Sunday noon. Brass with walk through windshield, 50
mailings, 61 per --Cent 'Of the
•
furlieferences
home.
your
motion tows the skier to the top
Shoe Store, open 6 days a-week
Lantern Restaurant, Aurora, to 65 H.P. motor. Would consider
,asphalt plants have been perTHIS SPOT ,that spot, traffic
MW
of a slope and dislocates
8:30-6:00,Sunday 1:00-5:00. M9C nished. Phone 753-4680
Kentucky, phone 354-6373. F29C fa nice fiberglas V bottom boat. paths too, removed with Blue
mitted and 20 per -cent have
everything from the shoulders
M2C
Phone 753-3143.
applikd. Aliout 49 per cent of the •
Lustre carpet shampoo. Big K, ANCIENT--,
through
In
the
adfingers.
OF
,FACE
rock quarrielbold permits and
M4C
Belaire Shopping Center.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
LOST & FOUND
CHINA-An old Man leans on dition, if you should fall and fail 24 pet.cent have applied.
Efer SEWING
his cane behind a tkee in Peking to release your grip, it will drag
MACHINE SERVICE
ccordin
FOR RENT OR SALE
Partss._ the_ _
Ek- as he watches the jigs's-tog-scene 'sylatiP21,nrnercifully
ticraluro: Ex- We pick up & deliver
will tacte other inPCC
LOST BLACK Ina irlilielieagle FOR SALE OR-irRADF
horse.
runaway
FOUR BEDROOM brick tree celient condition.. $250.00 firm. where President Nixon is
in a similar
Discount Sewing &
dUtrial
with grey face in vicinity of Fivr Doing good business, reason for
Once at the top of the hill,
meeting with Chinese leaders.
Phont753-3932, after 5:00
near the College. Phone 436- '
Stereo Center
manner.
753Phone
retiring.
selling,
Points. Phone 763-4572 or 753
who
the
Burns.
has
F2914
patience
of_
i AP Wirephotoi
- -1412P Tan-2190.
-- -Mardi
2-8812
•
-

ELECTROLUX

e're
in the

Dust

ALUMINUM
PLATES

Miss Your Paper

25 each

753-1916
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Mrs. McDaniel Dies
In Paris February 27

Kentucky Roundup

'-

(Camtioned from Page 1)
Word has been received of the
Winston McDaniel of ParMrs.
Service
Public
state
CAVE CITY,Ky.(API-Crews are working to repair a leak in each. The
She died at the
Tennessee.
boundis,
settle
would
Commission
District.
Valley
Water
River
Green
the
a water supply line for
Hospital
County
Henry
the
determine
and
disputes
ary
operating
Cave City and parts of Barren and Hart counties are
of 83.
age
the
at
27,
February
service.
adequacy of
on a reserve water supply because of the break.
complications
to
due
was
also
80-13,
Death
passed
HB330,
not
could
he
Monday
said
Larmore
District Manager Elroy
electric
following a lengthy illness.
estimate when the line would be repaired, because the break is would authorize retail
with anMrs. McDaniel was born and
contract
to
suppliers
to
men
of
crews
extra
for
called
has
he
said
He
to".
"hard to get
terriallocate
to
in Calloway County but
supplier
reared
other
help repair the break.
tories and consumers, subject
had made her home in Paris,
with some of her children for
to approval by the P5(2. The
CINCINNATI t API-The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals has
many years. She was the
PSCWaulti have to approve any
affirmed a lower court decision giving the Tennessee Valley construition of facilities which
daughter of the late Mr. and
Authority the right to acquire part of a 170,000-acre area in the
were not for service within the
Mrs. Robert Henry. She was a
Land-Between-The Lakes district near the Kentucky-Tennessee prescribed service area.
member of the Presbyterian
border
Other measures passed by
Church.
The rand will be used for a recreational development. The right the House and sent to the SenMrs. McDaniel is survived by
of TVA to get the land by eminent domain was upheld. in U.S. ate included:
three daughters, Mrs. Ruth
District Court at Louisville in 1968,and again in April, 1971.
-HB59, Prohibiting the state
Bucy and Mrs. Rose Martin
or any other agency from reboth of Paris, Mrs. Dan (arm)
adoption
Steele, Lone Oak,Ky.,five sons,
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)-Some 300 members of the United Auto fusing to approve an
for racial reasons, passed 73-4.
Henry, Duward and Robert of
Workers have reached tentative agreement with Modine
onethe
qiminating
-HI3438,
Paris, Milton and Estel of
here.
radiators
Manufacturing Co., a maker of automobile
week waiting' period before a
Michigan. Survivors also inThe members of Local 702 of the UAW have been on strike since
unemploycollect
can
person
serveral nieces and
clude
contract
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OTTAWA ( AP)-Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau has ward that goal
his caliber, knowledge and
what we have done on this jour- located behind the Moose Hall
become embroiled in a dispute again over his vocabulary.
low .
know-I
and the older point is near the
"That was your goddamned question," Trudeau fired back ney."
Monday during a discussion in Parliament over employment with
Conservative leader Robert Stanfield.
Sizes 4 18
Trudeau's outburst immediately caused a howl from members
of Parliament, who demanded that the prime minister's remark
be recorded.
Last year the opposition accused Trudeau of using a four-letter
•Swim Suits
word in a heated Parliament debate. Trudeau contended,
however, that all he had said was "fuddle-duddle."
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HOLLYWOOD ( AP I-Actress Elizabeth Ashley and actor
George Peppard have divorced after six years of marriage,
declaring their differences are "absolutely unreconcilable."
Their romance made news in 1965 when Miss Ashley, the toast
of Broadway in "Barefoot in the Park," paid $30,000 to buy out of
the show and follow Peppard to Hollywood.
The divorce lettlement, approved Monday in Los Angeles
Superior Court, gives Miss Ashley $2,000 per month alimony and
orders her to vacate Peppard's house by June 30 when her
alimony will go to $2,500.
---- -=-Heatle George Harrison and his wife Patti
LONDON-1AP)
have been injured in an auto accident.
Their car struck a barrier dividing a superhighway near
London'Monday night during a power blackout that doused the
highway lighting system.
Harrison,29, had blood streaming down his face and his wounds
were stitched at Maidenhead hospital. Patti, 27, was treated for a
concussion.
"They have had a lucky escape," a hospital spokesman said.
"The injuires do not appear to be serious."
LOS AINTELES(AP)-Actor Ernest Borgnine has been denied
custody of his two children pending the outcome of a divorce
proceedirig.
Borgnine is seeking custody of his daughter Shara#44:
son
Cristofer, from his fourth wife, Donna, who petitioned for
divorte last teptiimber. The CoupTe likee itlartlecT In Juarez,
Mexico, in 1965.
The custody hearing in.Superior Court was recessed Monday so
Borgnine could appear in another court to have his first name
legally changed from Ermes to Ernest.

Bring your lawn and garden hand tools to be sharpened and repaired. Have
your lawn mower and garden tiller blades forged and tempered for longer
life and better work.
Tractor and farm equipment repaired, reconditioned. Bush hog blades
forged and sharpened. Antiques repaired refinished. Custom Knives 100%
handmade.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Shorts
Tops—$500 & $600

Jantzen

Leather Coats

•Cover Ups
•Beach Towels

1/2 Price

New Merchandise

Playtex

by

Girdles &

•Douglas Marc
•Act Ill
•Jean Castle
•Talbott Knits
•Gay Gibson

Bras

Phone 753-4035
1 Group

All Purpose Polyester

Turn left at Lake Stop Grocery and first road on left look for sign.

Party Dresses
PS. You folks who used to come to F. L Knights Shop (my Grandfather)
Welcome Back
;
You other lolls come out and get acquaiiii

Gene Knight

Coats

1/4 off

$1000

-1 Tow rr 1- 1-tou ntry -Shope
- Chestnut Street

753-8365

